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1. INTR~OUCTION 
We shall prove a spherical Wiener-Plancherel formula for d-dimensional 
Euclidean space. Our results generalize in a certain direction the pioneering 
work of Wiener in Generalized Harmonic Analysis [W3]. The direction of 
our generalization is only one of many that can occur in a higher dimen- 
sional setting. Other directions are investigated by Benedetto, Benke, and 
Evans [BBE], Benedetto [B], and Lau and Wang [LW]. What we call 
the Wiener-Plancherel formula is the equality of limits in the following 
theorem of Wiener [Wl, p. 1401. 
THEOREM. Let f be a complex measurable function on R such that 
1 T 
sup - If( d< m 
T>O s T T 
and let s be a function defined by 
the second integral being taken in the L2 sense. Then 
lim +J’ lf~f)12d~=~~o&~~x Is(y+~)-s(y-~)I’dj~ (1) 7-x T 
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in the sense that if either limit exists then the other limit exists and they are 
equal. 
On the other hand, iffe L’(R) then we have the Plancherel formula 
(2) 
where 
The formulas (1) and (2) are similar in that they both relate a quadratic 
integral of f and a quadratic integral of f In the context of Wiener’s 
theorem 1 is defined only in a distributional sense and is intractable from 
the standpoint of calculating quadratic integrals. Wiener’s introduction of 
the s-function solves this problem by providing an integral of p without 
explicitly dealing with E Integration is a smoothing process which in 
effect converts the intractable distribution f into a relatively well behaved 
function s. This integration process is partially inverted in Wiener’s formula 
by the difference s(y + E) - s(y - E). In fact, on a purely formal level, we can 
write Ds =x where D = d/dy. If we then define D,, M,, and C, by 
D,g(y)= dY+E)- h’-E) 
L 
2E 
M,,= D,;D-’ 
for ItldT 
for I tl > T, 
Wiener’s formula (1) becomes 
(3) 
Note that C,-+ 1 and M,,, -+ 6. Thus even though f and p do not have 
finite L2 norms, and IlC,f II2 and IIMllr * f II 2 both approch infinity, they 
do so at the same (linear) rate. 
Note also that if M,,, is replaced by CT in formula (3) then the resulting 
formula 
(4) 
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follows from the Plancherel formula provided c, * ,f is well defined in L2. 
Thus the critical feature of Wiener’s work is to replace C?T by M,:,. This 
replacement embodies the essential Tauberian nature of the theorem. 
In d-dimensional space a Wiener-Plancherel formula takes the form 
where {A .} is some increasing family of sets whose union is Rd, I.4 7.1 is the 
Lebesgue measure of A T, d is some function which converges to 0 as E con- 
verges to 0, v is a normalizing constant, s is a (formal) solution of Ls = ,E 
where L is a differential operator, and V, is a difference operator associated 
with L. The indices T and E could also be vector valued in which case 
appropriate convergence criteria must be defined. 
In [BBE] a d-dimensional Wiener-Plancherel formula is developed in a 
rectangular setting. That is, the sets A, are rectangles, the differential 
operator L is 8’/dy, ... 8y, and V,: is a discrete symmetric difference 
operator. The convergence criteria which defines the limit in the left side of 
(5) is defined roughly by requiring the limit to exist for every increasing 
sequence of rectangles of fixed shape, and requiring all such limits-to have 
the same value. 
A weaker class of convergence criteria leads to the class of spherical 
Wiener-Plancherel formulas. In such cases the class of sets is an increasing 
collection of balls whose radii tend to infinity. One such formula has been 
found by Benedetto [B], where the differential operator is the iterated 
Laplacian and the operator V, is a spherically symmetrized second order 
difference operator. 
Another spherical WienerPlancherel formula has been developed by 
Lau and Wang [LW]. In their approach the underlying operators L and 
V, and the associated s-function are not defined. Instead, an integral 
operator W,, is defined such that the right hand side of (5) takes the form 
The work of Lau and Wang [L, LW] also establishes interesting connec- 
tions between Wiener-Plancherel formulas and the Fourier transformation 
of fractal measures. 
In this paper we prove a d-dimensional Wiener-Plancherel formula of 
the following form. For n 3 2k P- d/2 3 1 
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where B, is the ball of radius R in Euclidean d-dimensional space, sk is 
an s-function associated with the differential operator ( - 27~i)‘~ 82k/ 
a$+ . . . + a2kjaYd, 2k V” is an nth order spherically symmetrized discrete 
difference operator, and v is some constant depending on n, k, and d. It is 
worth noting that in the Fourier theory of fractal measures, it is desirable 
in (6) to replace Rd by R”-’ and e4k ’ by s4k ‘+ ‘. Our results carry over 
in this case also without any difficulty. 
Our work relies heavily on the ideas of Wiener and depends in an essen- 
tial way on the Tauberian theorem (as do the proofs of all other Wiener- 
Plancherel formulas). In order to keep our exposition as self contained as 
possible we have chosen in many cases to work out intermediate results in 
detail even though they follow in a straightforward way from the work of 
Wiener in [W2, W3]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish our notation 
and record some basic facts concerning Bessel functions, difference 
operators, and so forth. In Section 3 we define our spherical difference 
operators, integral kernels, and s-functions. We also prove a collection of 
propositions which provide a basis for the proof of our Wiener-Plancherel 
formula. In Section 4, we define the Wiener algebra and its dual. We recall 
the Tauberian theorem and combine all the ingredients to give a proof of 
our spherical WienerPlancherel formula. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Denote the Fourier transform off on Rd by f and define it by 
f(y)= jRdf(r)e -2nig.‘df, 
where integration is with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let Z,_ 1 = 
{x E R“l 1x1 = 1 } denote the (d- 1 )-dimensional unit sphere in Rd and let 
do denote the differential of the surface area measure. Then 
denotes the surface area of the unit sphere. It can be shown that odeI = 
2n*‘*/r(d/2). We shall also use the well known fact [SW, p. 1.541 
(7) 
where J, denotes the Bessel function of order n. 
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For a function f defined on Rd let Tj.,f(X) = f(x + n) and d;, = T, - T j 
Then 
/pi “. 
0 
(-l)‘T,,t- 2,);: (8) 
/=o J 
Let t, y, 2 E Rd. It follows from (8) that 
ArleiY-l = p,(p”) $).‘, 
A 
where P, is the polynomial 
(9) 
P,(z) = i “. 0 
(-l)lzn -2j. 
,=o J 
We also have that 
AZ(y . t)‘= 0 for n>j>O. 
This can be seen as 
(10) 
Aj,(y.t)‘=((y+/l).t)‘-((y-A)‘t)’ 
=(y.t+A.t)‘-(y.t-A.t)’ 
=2 i ; 
r-0,r odd 0 (y .t)‘-’ (2. ty. 
This is a polynomial in y . t of degree j- 1. Since A, is linear, repeated 
application of the above calculation shows that Aj(y . t)j is constant. 
Consequently (10) holds. 
Let L:,,(Rd) denote the space of complex measurable functions on R” 
which are absolutely integrable on all compact sets. 
DEFINITION 1. For 6 > 0, a positive integer n and f E L,&(R”) define Vi 
by 
n 
= 
z(> 
“. (-1)’ 
i=,, J 
~i~,-.,f('f("-2i)6~)d~. 
Vi is called the spherical difference operator of order n. 
A number of observations concerning V: are in order. 
(1) Note that even though Vg is defined for odd n, it is identically 0. 
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(2) If fEL,‘,,(Rd), the integrals over the unit sphere C,-, exist for 
almost all y and are Lebesgue measurable functions of y [S]. Thus Vzf 
exists almost everywhere. 
(3) If f E L,‘,,(Rd) and is continuous, then Vi f is also continuous. 
(4) If f E L’(R”) then Vi f e L2(Rd). 
The last observation is seen as follows. Since L’(R”) c L:,,(Rd), 
M, f (y) = s,--, f (y + ra) da exists almost everywhere. Fubini’s theorem and 
the Schwarz inequality then give 
=0&l s I Zdm, Rd If(Y+r~)12dYd~=KL Ilf 11:. 
PROPOSITION 2. For d > 1, n > 0, y, t E Rd 
Vie 47w44jd(2~~ IfJ),-2v.r, 
where @n,d is defined by 
and where Jk denotes the k th Bessel function. 
Proof. Using (1) we have 
1 
-I 
e~2ni(y+(n-2r)do).ldo 
wd-l Ed-1 
=e -,,,.,~(d/‘)‘~Jd/2-,(‘~(n-‘r) ItI)) 
2rcd12 ((n-2r)6 \tj))d’2p’ 
The proposition follows from the definition of Vlg. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. For n >, 0 and d 2 1 the following hold. 
(a) I@n,d(x)i = O@“) as x-to 
(b) I@,,d(x)l = O(X-“~-“‘~)) as x+00. 
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Proof It is well known [Wa] that 
J,,(x) =2 )’ x 
x” ,;, -(Uk X2k 22kk! (v + k)! 
and that J,(x) = O(.C”~) as x + co. Since @,,,d is a finite sum of translates 
of J,, ~ 1(x)/x“‘2 .- ‘, part (b) follows immediately. 
Next, note that 
and that the derivatives of J,,(x)/x” are bounded. Repeated application of 
the mean value theorem shows that 
An immediate consequence of (10) is the following. Let y and t belong 
to Rd, let 6 > 0 and let n be positive integer. Then 
VS(y. t)‘=O for n>j>O. (11) 
Finally, we define B2(Rd) to be the set of complex measurable functions 
on Rd for which 
1 
sup - 
R>O V 
R 
s 
BR If( dt < a> 
where BR= {tERdl ItI QR} and V,= lBRl =wd-.,Rd/d is the volume of 
B,. Note that B2(Rd) is a subset of L:,,(Rd) since I&(Rd)cL{,,(Rd). 
3. THE SPHERICAL S-FUNCTION 
DEFINITION 4. For y and t in Rd, define for t # 0 and k >, 1 
Ek(tr 7) = 
/p2;:)..t)’ 
J=o 
ItlZk 
if ItI< 
if ItI > 1. 
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PROPOSITION 5. ForyandtinRdwitkt#Oandk31 
1 
IEk(tY r)l yp for Itl>l 
and 
IEk(4 y)I d (1 + e) ly12k for (t(<l. 
Proof: The first inequality is clear from the definition of Ek. For the 
second inequality write 
m (-it.y)’ 
&At, Y) = $z .: 
I 2k j! 
=(-it.y)2k .f (-it.?)” 
Wk ,,,zO (m+2kY 
First note that 
. 
Next consider the function on R given by 
For 1x1 d 1 we have 
k@)’ ’ mzo (m :2k)! 
1 1 
2k+ l+ (2k+ 1)(2k+2)+ .” > 
y&i ; (AT)m=&!(l+$)~ ‘rn 0 
For 1x1 > 1 we can write 
(13) 
409/171/2-9 
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Hence 
Since 
Id(X)I 6 1 +,go + = 1 + e. . 
1 1 
* +e’(2k)! l +ii -( > 
for all k b 1, we see from (13) that 
IEk(4 ~11 6 (1 +e) ly12k. I 
Note that as t + 0 the sum in (13) converges but the term ( -it. Y)*~// tI 2k 
does not. Therefore lim,,, Ek(t, y) does not exist, and hence the definition 
of E, cannot be extended to t = 0 in a continuous way. 
COROLLARY 6. If 4k > d then Ek( ., y) E L”(Rd) for all y E Rd. 
ProoJ Let 
~(1 +e)* IL31 +o,-, s 3o 1 , pk’dr, 
where B= {tERdl ItI d 1). 1 
PROPOSITION 7. Let t, y E R’, 6 > 0, d 3 2, n 3 2k, and k B 1 
v:E,(t, Y) = 
@,,dW ItI) ,-hiy., 
ltl*k ’ 
where cD,,~ is defined in Proposition 2. 
ProoJ: We have 
where 
Qktt, Y)’ 
2g1(-2niy.t)J 
j! 
if ItId 
j=O 
(14) 
if Itl>l. 
From (11) it follows that ViQk = 0. Formula (14) then follows from 
Proposition 2. 1 
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PROPOSITION 8. Let 4k > d > 1. For f E B2(Rd) define g, by 
and define Uk by 
uk(y)=f,t,>* pe f(t) -2,Cij.I dt, 
Then gk and uk belong to L2(Rd). 
ProoJ By the Plancherel theorem, we only need to show that 
g, E L2(Rd). We have 
f RdIg(t)lZdt=jm F(r)gdr, I 
where 
J’(r)=od-~ IL,-, If(roN2do. 
Letting R > 1, and integrating by parts gives 
s R 1 4k F(r) rd- ’ I r 
,<,,,<R If(t)l*dt . -. 
where 
We are now ready to define our d-dimensional version of Wiener’s 
s-function. 
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DEFINITION 9. Let 4k > d b 1 and let f~ B,(Rd). Define sk on Rd by 
G(Y) = [Rdf(l) WC Y) & 
where E, is defined in Definition 4. 
To see that sk(y) exists for almost all y E Rd, we write 
Sk(Y) = U,(Y) + Tk(Y ), 
where 
T&)=j f(t) &(fr Y) dl. 
IfI < 1 
By Proposition 5 
Since, as noted at the end of Section 2, f~ B2(Rd) implies CELL,,, it 
follows that T,(y) is defined for all y E Rd and has polynomial growth. By 
Proposition 8, Uk E L2(Rd) and therefore sk is defined almost everywhere. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let 4k > d> 1, 6 > 0, and n B 2k. Let f E B2(Rd), then 
Vgs, E L2(Rd) and 
where Qn,d is defined in Proposition 2. 
Proox We have 
f(t) Ek(t, Y) dt = Tk(Y) + uk(Y). (15) 
Since for all y # 0, f(t) Ek( t, y) restricted to the unit ball is integrable, 
Fubini’s theorem gives 
v;T,(Y)=v::j f(t)&(frY)dt /II c I 
= s f(t)v:&(C Y) dl. 111 < 1 
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Next consider Vj 17,. For r > 0 and g E L2(Rd) let M, g be defined by 
M,B(y)=j g(y+ra)da. 
Zd-1 
Let g, be as defined in Proposition 8, and consider a sequence 
/z,~Lr(R”)n L2(Rd) which converges to g, in L2(Rd). Then i, also 
converges to gk in L2(Rd), which combined with Fubini’s theorem and 
Schwarz’s inequality gives 
IIK&Mr&ll:= jRdl jzdm, &(y + rg) - g,(y + ro) da * dy 
< 
s ad- I 261 s Rd 
Ih,(y + ra) - gk(y +- ro)l” dy da 
=0:-l ll~,-gkll:-o. (16) 
On the other hand, 
M,&(y)= jz,-, jR~h,(l)r-2”“‘+‘“‘.‘d~do 
where 
Since tir is a bounded function, h,t+br + gktir in the L2 norm. So by the 
Plancherel theorem 
/\A 
llh,$,- g&Al: --+O. 
Combining this with (16) gives M, gk = gs in L*(R”). It follows that 
ViUk(Y) = j f(t) YZdt, Y) & 
Ifl > 1 
and by (15) that 
W,(Y) = jRdf(t) V%c(t, Y) dt. 
The result follows by substituting (14) into the previous equation. 1 
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PROPOSITION 11. Let 4k > d > 1, 6 > 0, n 2 2k. Suppose f~ B2(Rd) then 
1 - jRd IV3k(~)12 dr = fx F(i) K2(dr) f r, ,,j4k-d (17) 
0 
where 
and 
A lso 
1 - 
V 
R~BRlf(t)(2dt=/mF(r)K, 
0 
(18) 
where 
d d 
K,(x)= wd_lx 
i 
if 0 d x d 1 
0 if x> 1. 
ProoJ: From Proposition 10, V’gs, E L2(Rd). Therefore the integral in 
(17) makes sense. Switching to spherical coordinates gives 
1 
- 64k-d 1 Rd 
Iv”ask(d2 dr 
1 @,z,,(2n6 Iti) 
=F .r Rd If(t lt12k > 
’ dt 
=~oa(-d-I~z,m, lf(r~)12do)~~~~~~~~‘fdr, 
which proves ( 17). Similarly, since v/R = wd- 1 Rd/d, 
1 
VR BR I 
If(t)l’dt= ~~oR(~d-~j~~~, l.ftr~N’d~)$tdr, 
which gives (18). 1 
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Note that the change of variables r = eX and p = e-.’ gives 
G(x) H( y - x) dx, (19) 
where G(x) =F(e”) and H(x) = K(e-“). Consequently we have the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let 4k > d > 1, 6 > 0 and n 3 2k. If f E Bz(Rd) then 
1 
- lRd IV~~k(r)l’ 4 = iT, G(x) ff2b - xl dx, 64k-d (20) 
where y = log 6, and 
1 
s s - v, BR If( dt = G(x) H, ( y - x) dx, (21) -cc 
where y=log R, G(x)= F(e’), Hi(x)= K,(e-“) with K, defined in 
Proposition 11. 
4. THE SPHERICAL WIENER-PLANCHEREL FORMULA 
Let I,,= {tER(ndt<n+ l} and let Ilfll,,n=sup{If(t)l ItEZ,}. The 
Wiener algebra R’(R) is defined by 
W(R) = f E L’(R) fis continuous and 
i I 
f II,fII nc,n < cc . 
n= -m I 
The Banach space dual of W(R) is 
W’(R) = {regular Bore1 measures P on R ) SUP M(~,) < cf2 >. 
5<n<m 
Note that if 4 is such that sup, SE’ ’ @(.x)1 dx 4 00, then 
/Q(E) = s, i(x) dx 
defines a measure in W’(R). We express this as 4 E W’(R). For a fixed 
~1 E R”(R) and real number B, we define 
Ip,s= (fc W(R)If*p(x)-rj(O)Basx-+ cc}. 
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Also, for ZcL’(R) we define 
Z(Z)= {rjP(y)=Ofor allfEZ}. 
With these definitions Wiener’s Tauberian theorem [Wl, Thm. 7, p. 751 is 
the following. 
THEOREM 13 (Wiener’s Tauberian Theorem). Let BE R and p E W’(R). 
ZfZ(Z,,,) is empty then I,,.= W(R). 
PROPOSITION 14. Zff~ B,(Rd) and 
G(x) = cod-, s I f(e-‘a)l do Zd- 1 
then GE W’(R). 
Prooj For any integer n, consider 
$I+ I d 1 
< s Wd- 1 If( J da-dr r” I Ld-I 0 en r 
1 
=-.i If( dt. e nd Itl<p"+' 
Since f E B2(Rd) the last expression is bounded independent of n. m 
PROPOSITION 15. Let f, g E L’(R), and p E W’(R). Suppose C, (If // 50.n 
< co but f is not necessarily continuous, and suppose 
lim f * p(x) =$(O) B. 
s - m 
Then 
lim g * f* p(x)= g(O)f(O)B. 
x-cc 
Proof: Consider 
If *i4x)14~J’,nIf(x-y)l dM(Y) 
n 
+; Ilf IL) (s;P IPI(Z 
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Denote this constant by A, and denote by h, the function defined by 
Then 
IlkA m d A + I.?(O)1 B. (22) 
By hypothesis, h, converges to zero pointwise as x -+ co and consequently 
so does gh,. By (22) gh, is bounded by a multiple of g, and so according 
to the dominated convergence theorem, 
lim s cc .x-cc -x gbM~)d~=x~~~m s*f*~(x)-g(O)~(O)B=O. I 
PROPOSITION 16. Suppose 2n > 4k + d. Then 
H2(X) = K,(e-“) = @y2y-‘) 
e (4k 4 x 
belongs to W(R). 
ProoJ: The continuity of h, is clear. By making the substitution r = e ~ ’ 
we have 
Consider first the case where m -+ co, and hence I -+ 0. By Proposition 3(a), 
the integrand is O(r2”p4k+d-‘) near zero, and hence the integral is 
O(e- m(2+4k+d)). Th is means that for A4 sufficiently large 
1 j”‘” IH2(x)l dx< CO. 
rn>M m 
Next consider the case where m -+ --co, and hence where r -+ co. By 
Proposition 3(b), for large r the integrand is O(e4k”). This means that for 
A4 sufficiently large 
1 1”“’ /Hz(x)1 dx< co. 
In<-M m 
It follows that 
1 cm+’ /Hz(x)/ dx< cc 
m m 
and consequently that H, E W(R). m 
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With all of the pieces in place, we are now ready to prove our Wiener- 
Plancherel formula. 
THEOREM 17 (The Spherical Wiener-Plancherel Formula). Let 
4k > d > 1, n 2 2k, and f E B2( Rd). Suppose 
exists. Then 
where 
ProoJ By Proposition 12 we need to show that if 
lim H, * G(x) = I?,(O) B 
Y-x 
then 
lim H, * G(x) = f?,(O) B. 
.Y + 2 
Note that b = fi,(O)/@,(O). Given E > 0 define P, by 
if 1x1 <E 
if 1x1 >E. 
Applying Proposition 15 gives 
lim H, * G(x) = f?,(O) B 
x + 00 
implies 
lim P, * H, * G(x) = fii,(O) B. 
x-z 
With the notation used in Theorem 13, the -last equation says that 
P, * H, E I~,B, where p(E) = SE G(x) dx. Since 
filb) = 
d 
cod- ,(d+ 2niy) 
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and 
sin 21rye 
k(Y)=- 
2ZyE 
there is no y for which (P, * H, ) A (y) = 0 for all E > 0, and therefore Z(Z,,,) 
is empty. Consequently Wiener’s Tauberian Theorem gives IV,B = W(R). 
By Proposition 14, H, E W(R) and therefore 
lim H, * G(x) = I?,(O) B. 1 
.Y + x 
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